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Abstract—The protocol data rate governing data storage devices will increase to over 12 Gb/s by 2013 thereby imposing unmanageable cost and performance burdens on future digital data storage systems. The resulting performance bottleneck can be substantially reduced by conveying high-speed data optically instead of electronically. A novel active pluggable 82.5 Gb/s aggregate bit rate optical connector technology, the design and fabrication of a compact electro-optical printed circuit board to meet exacting specifications, and a method for low cost, high precision, passive optical assembly are presented. A demonstration platform was constructed to assess the viability of embedded electro-optical midplane technology in such systems including the first ever demonstration of a pluggable active optical waveguide printed circuit board connector. High-speed optical data transfer at 10.3125 Gb/s was demonstrated through a complex polymer waveguide interconnect layer embedded into a 262 mm × 240 mm × 4.3 mm electro-optical midplane. Bit error rates of less than 10⁻¹² and optical losses as low as 6 dB were demonstrated through nine multimode polymer waveguides with an aggregate data bandwidth of 92.8125 Gb/s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

REVAILING trends in the data storage industry [1], [2] are poised to severely impact the design of future data center subsystems. Over the last decade, the volume of data being captured, processed, stored, and manipulated as digital information has increased exponentially. The increase in demand for digital data storage capacity has, in particular, been fuelled by information from critical business applications, email communications, the Internet, and multimedia applications. The projected global digital demand will grow from 1.8 to 7.9 zettabytes (ZBs) from 2011 to 2015 of which the amount available for data storage will reach 3.3 ZB in 2015 [3].

However, the exponential increase in system bandwidth and density required to satisfy this demand will impose unmanageable cost and performance burdens on future data center technologies. In particular, the integration of more data intensive applications, such as high-performance computers, and the reduction in size and the increase in the number of high-speed ports of peripheral storage devices, such as hard disk drives, will cause the density of printed channels on the data storage midplane to increase. The increase in data communication speeds will further expose the system to some of the fundamental constraints incurred when higher frequency data are conveyed along electronic channels. Many of these constraints can be mitigated to some degree [4], however, at a mounting cost to the overall system design [5]–[8].

A. Modern Data Storage System Architectures

Data storage technologies, as shown in Fig. 1, form the crucial building blocks of modern data centers, wherein data storage arrays (typically magnetic or solid state media) are connected within systems of varying complexity and size ranging from simple high capacity storage racks to high performance computing data storage systems.

A generic data storage array system [see Fig. 1(a)] comprises an array of hard disk drives connected to one side of a passive midplane, while controller modules and power supplies are connected to the other side. As shown, the midplane and its peripherals are connected in a mutually orthogonal geometry, which, as described later, is advantageous for in-plane optical connections.

Fig. 1(b) shows a data storage integrated platform, which incorporates greater functionality such as server hardware into a data storage system. Fig. 1(c) shows a data storage rack in which assorted data storage subsystems, such as those shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are incorporated according to the required capacity and processing power of the rack and data center application.
B. Data Center Interconnect Topologies

The interconnect topology of high-speed, high-reliability (enterprise class) data storage systems is typically defined by a passive dual star configuration, whereby each data storage device supports two duplex data links on the midplane, one to each of at least two separate controller modules. As a current example, the Storage Bridge Bay Specification [9], which defines mechanical, electrical, and low-level enclosure management requirements for an enclosure controller slot, allows for a maximum of 48 disk drives in a given data storage system enclosure, each supporting two duplex links to each of two controller modules, with a further 17 duplex links directly connecting the controllers to each other. The midplane of a 48-drive storage array would therefore have to accommodate 113 duplex links or 226 high-speed transmission lines. Furthermore, there is an enhancement of the drive interface standard in development [10], which allows up to four independent duplex links per drive scaling the number of high-speed links on the data storage midplane accordingly. The level of fault tolerance and scalability offered by these topologies forces increased complexity and cost into the midplane, particularly when interconnect protocols define serial data rates beyond 12 Gb/s.

C. Performance Constraints of High-Speed Electronic Links

Serial attached SCSI (SAS) is a point-to-point bus protocol, which defines the speed with which data are conveyed between the peripheral devices in a storage system environment. The SAS roadmap [11] currently defines a serial data rate of 12 Gb/s and is set to double to 24 Gb/s by 2016. PCI Express is also gaining prominence as an alternative drive interface, specifically for solid state drives. PCI Express 3.0, which is currently implemented, is specified to run at a serial data rate of 8 Gb/s.

There are a number of factors, which will limit the operational bit rate of the high-speed links on a commercial copper midplane. Dielectric absorption and skin effect are the key loss mechanisms on a copper trace [12], which cause an increase in signal attenuation with frequency, while electro-mechanical connectors introduce parasitic capacitance and inductance effects, and conductive vias between layers within the printed circuit board (PCB) can act as impedance stubs giving rise to partial reflections in the signal path [13], [14]. At signal data rates of 24 Gb/s and higher, additional design measures need to be taken into account including the use of lower dielectric loss PCB substrates, skew and loss controlled electro-mechanical connectors and enhanced via control techniques such as back-drilling or buried vias [15]–[17]. In order to mitigate rising crosstalk, copper channels will need to be moved further apart; however, due to the spatial constraints of modern enclosure form factors for data communication systems, more complex routing patterns will be required and the number of high-speed layers in the midplane PCB increased. The available space on the data storage midplanes is further restricted by the need for milled access slots to allow sufficient air flow through the system, while space on controller and other peripheral cards is consumed by ever increasing component densities as functionality is scaled.

The exponential increase in capacity, processing power, and bandwidth density in future data storage systems can be addressed by incorporating high-density optical channels at the midplane and controller board level within data storage enclosures.

D. Implementation of Embedded Optical Interconnect

It is, therefore, proposed that the projected performance bottleneck in data storage systems is mitigated by incorporating electro-optical printed circuit board (OPCB) and interconnect technology on the midplane [18]–[23]. A number of key challenges to the commercial proliferation of optical PCB interconnect technology have yet to be overcome. These include the development of low-cost methods of waveguide fabrication and deposition, reduction in minimum in-plane waveguide bend radius to make PCB routing of optical channels viable, repeatable high-precision assembly of optical components, and a viable method of optically connecting line cards to the waveguide interface of an optical PCB.

In order to evaluate the viability of these technologies in a data center environment, a demonstration platform has been constructed, comprising four test line cards, which are plugged electrically and optically into an electro-optical midplane. An OPCB has been developed incorporating conventional ten copper layers for electrical and electronic interconnect, and an optical interconnect layer comprising polymer optical waveguides. In addition, pluggable optical connectors have been developed incorporating high-speed parallel optical transceivers and a passive alignment mechanism to ensure accurate dynamic optical engagement between the transceiver interfaces and the embedded polymer optical waveguides in the OPCB. The polymer waveguide layer includes self-alignment features to enable passive alignment and assembly of proprietary optical connector receptacle devices onto the polymer waveguides. A complex optical interconnect pattern was designed to meet exacting specifications to demonstrate how polymer waveguides would perform when subjected to the routing constraints expected within a conventional midplane form factor.

In this paper, we introduce the FirstLight project, which focuses on four key technology enablers namely 1) design of compact optical waveguide layouts appropriate for data system midplane form factors; 2) fabrication of OPCBs with embedded polymer waveguides; 3) low-cost, high-precision techniques for passive alignment and assembly of optical interface components onto polymer waveguides; and 4) complete pluggable in-plane
connector solutions for polymer OPCBs. The FirstLight demonstration platform is presented, which brings together all these technology enablers into a high bandwidth density data communications enclosure.

II. ELECTRO-OPTICAL MIDPLANE WITH EMBEDDED POLYMER WAVEGUIDES

A. Polymer Optical Waveguide Layer

A passive electro-optical midplane was designed, which included ten electrical layers devoted to power distribution and low-speed bus communication and one optical polymer interconnect layer to convey high-speed (10.3125 Gb/s) serial data between peripheral connectors. An optical interconnect layer was fabricated on one surface of the midplane PCB stack-up from a proprietary acrylate/polyurethane based polymer exhibiting a propagation loss of 0.03–0.04 dB/cm at a wavelength of 850 nm. The optical layer stack comprised a 70 μm core layer, sandwiched between a 100 μm lower cladding and a 30 μm upper cladding layer (measured from above the top of the core layer), whereby the polymer in the guiding core layer had a higher refractive index than that in the bounding cladding layers (see Fig. 2).

The refractive index of the core material was \( n_{\text{core}} = 1.5600 \), while that of the cladding was \( n_{\text{cladding}} = 1.5240 \); giving rise to step-index multimode (MM) waveguides with a core-cladding index difference of \( \Delta n = 2.3\% \) and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.33. Rectangular channels were patterned using a vectorial laser direct imaging (LDI) writing process to define waveguides in the core layer with a cross section of 70 μm × 70 μm, which was suitable to meet the launch and capture tolerances on the optical transmit and receive elements [24], [25]. By deploying the high-precision passive alignment technique described in Section III, additional losses are anticipated to be no more than a maximum of 0.2 dB due to vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) misalignment tolerance and of 0.4 dB [26] due to photodetector (PD) misalignment tolerance for the waveguides designed.

B. Optical Interconnect Design

In the demonstration platform, a complex polymer waveguide interconnect layout was designed to form the optical layer of a 262 mm × 240 mm × 4.3 mm electro-optical PCB. The design was guided by two key requirements: 1) in rack chassis systems, the peripheral cards are similarly oriented, so this was set as a constraint for the design of the system. All midboard optical engagement interfaces were oriented in the same direction to allow line cards to be pluggable in arbitrary slots and interchangeable. 2) The design needed to demonstrate the routing compactness and maneuverability, which was typical of a high-density data storage system. Therefore, waveguide structures are needed to be carefully designed according to meticulously calculated optical waveguide layout design rules [25] to minimize the optical loss in each waveguide segment and to ensure that the aggregate (total) insertion loss for each waveguide is such that the optical power at the exit of each waveguide falls within the receiver sensitivity threshold to allow bit-error-free signal transmission.

The optical interconnect layer, designed by UCL and IBM Research was defined by a complex routing pattern (see Fig. 3), which included four quasi-rectangular optical engagement apertures, multiple nonorthogonal crossings, and cascading 90° bends. The engagement apertures are interconnected by a point-to-point waveguide network, whereby each aperture maintains one bidirectional link (comprising two waveguides) to every other aperture, resulting in a total of 12 waveguides on the board. The sizes of the engagement apertures were determined by the form factor of the pluggable connector prototype, which is described in Section IV.

All waveguides, but two, have four cascaded 90° bends comprising a negative cascade followed by a positive cascade. A negative cascade occurs when one 90° bend is followed by another 90° bend, which curves in the opposite direction to the first bend, giving rise to an inflection point in the waveguide and a net waveguide angle change of 0° [see Fig. 3(a)]. A positive cascade occurs when one 90° bend is followed by another 90° bend, curving in the same direction as the first and thus, giving rise to a net waveguide angle change of 180° [see Fig. 3(b)]. To minimize bend losses, a radius of curvature of 17 mm [24] was applied on all bends as this gave the lowest loss. A number of waveguides intersect at one or more positions to accommodate
The crossing angles chosen range from 130° to 160° (with respect to the relative propagation direction of light in the two waveguide branches) and the measured optical losses are from 0.03 to 0.08 dB per crossing [25] (see Fig. 4).

The optical layout was designed and the corresponding optical insertion loss calculated based on previous experimental measurements [24] carried out on photolithographically fabricated polymer acrylate test waveguide [27] samples, which were cut using a dicing saw. The test waveguide elements measured included 90° bends and crossings at a range of angles. The insertion loss of each test waveguide is listed in Table I. The test waveguide elements listed were deployed in the FirstLight optical board layout and were used to calculate the power budget. UCL had previously found [24], [25] that the optical loss decreased as the bend radius increased; however, as the bend radius increases beyond a certain point, around 17 mm in our measurements, propagation loss becomes more significant than the combination of transition and radiation loss since the larger radius bends have longer lengths. This trend is shown in Table I. The least loss of 90° bends was measured for bend radii in the range of 16–22 mm. Therefore, we chose bend radii values within this range taking the polymer waveguide fabrication techniques into account. The power budget of each optical link depends on the optical transmitter output power and on the sensitivity of the receiver used in the system. A receiver sensitivity of −11.1 dBm [28], matching the transceiver devices used in the demonstrator, was selected as the threshold for receiving error-free signals at 10.3125 Gb/s for our system design. The output power of the optical transmitters deployed in the system was −1.48 dBm, which limited the maximum tolerable insertion loss in each optical link to a power budget of 9.62 dB.

The link losses on all 12 waveguides designed were calculated based on cascading the losses of all segments comprising a given waveguide. This neglects any mode mismatch loss occurring between different segments, which is expected to occur particularly between cascaded positive and negative bends and between straight and bend sections. The link losses are listed in Table II, which shows that all of the 12 waveguides were designed to have insertion losses lower than the error-free threshold of 9.62 dB when index matching fluid (n = 1.5433 ± 0.0005 for 840.0 nm at 25 °C) was applied on the coupling interfaces, while 10 out of 12 waveguides fell within the desired threshold when no index matching fluid was applied. The predicted optical losses of the last two waveguides exceeded the desired threshold, due to routing constraints increasing both the length of and the number of bends in the waveguides, such that both material absorption and bend losses became prohibitive.

Though the relatively large minimum bend radii required at this stage would place significant routing constraints on future optical PCB layouts, these could be effectively mitigated by refinement of manufacturing techniques or novel structuring of the waveguide to reduce bend loss as demonstrated by Xyratex [29].

### C. OPCB Fabrication Process

The electro-optical midplane fabricated by Varioprint and IBM Research-Zürich was built up of ten copper layers and one polymer layer. It is well known that the surface of such PCBs is not flat. Preliminary tests on the electrical layers showed significant thickness variation on the complete stack-up of the PCB. Experimental characterization of surface height variation of the section of the PCB substrate [the yellow rectangular insert in [see Fig. 5(a)] reserved for the optical waveguides was carried out through surface roughness scans at various locations, including an area containing copper fiducials, which served as alignment reference features for high-precision positioning of the waveguides onto the PCB. Scan 1 was taken on the FR4 PCB surface near the edge of the substrate section with no copper features along its path and yielded a measured...
surface height variation of $\pm 12 \, \mu m$. Scan 2 was taken on the FR4 PCB surface along the middle of the substrate, which traversed some copper features and yielded a measured surface height variation of up to $\pm 38 \, \mu m$ across the PCB [see Fig. 5(b)] giving us the overall surface height variation $\pm 50 \, \mu m$ on the substrate.

If the optical layer were to have been deposited directly onto the electrical PCB surface by using the well-known doctor blade method (see Fig. 6), the substrate surface variation would be reduced according to (1) which is based on the deposition technique and material used by IBM

$$d = 0.6 \times G$$

where $d$ is the polymer layer thickness and $G$ is the distance between the doctor-blade tip and the substrate. The correction scaling factor 0.60 is specific to this material. If the optical lower cladding layer were deposited directly over the PCB board, the variations of lower cladding thickness would theoretically be reduced to $\pm 30 \, \mu m (\pm 50 \, \mu m \times 0.60)$, while the core thickness variation would be reduced to $\pm 18 \, \mu m (\pm 30 \, \mu m \times 0.60)$ accordingly. As these values are unacceptably high, it was decided that the optical layer should be fabricated on a separate flat flexible substrate, which would later be laminated to the electrical PCB (see Fig. 7) in order to minimize the thickness variation of the optical waveguide features.

A proprietary liquid cladding polymer was deposited onto a 100 $\mu m$ thick polyimide substrate with a doctor-blading process applied to control the thickness. The photosensitive polymer was uniformly cured with collimated ultraviolet light (365 nm) from a Mercury/Xenon (Hg/Xe) lamp to polymerize and cure the 100 $\mu m$ thick lower cladding layer. A higher refractive index liquid core polymer was then deposited onto the lower cladding layer and doctor-bladed to a thickness of 70 $\mu m$. The core features were patterned using the LDI technique whereby the beam of a GaN ultraviolet laser diode operating in continuous wave (CW) mode at 372 nm wavelength was moved across the substrate to selectively cure those parts of the core layer, which would form the waveguides [see Fig. 8(a)]. By means of a subsequent wet-chemical development process step, the nonexposed parts were then removed. As the optical layers were fabricated
on the comparatively smoother polyimide substrate, the waveguide core thickness variation was reduced to within ±2 μm [see Fig. 8(b)]. The two outer dummy waveguides were slightly thicker than the operational waveguide could be due to the increased substrate surface height toward the edge of the engagement slot.

Mechanical slots were milled into the polyimide backed optical layer and compliant pins assembled onto the electrical PCB in order to align both substrates together prior to a cold lamination process. Finally, the optical engagement apertures were milled out within the outline of the midplane. The midplane was 262 mm long, 240 mm high, and 4.3 mm thick. The thickness of the electro-optical midplane was made of the 4 mm thick electrical stack-up and the 300 μm polyimide and polymer layer stack-up.

D. Insertion Loss Measurements

The measurements of optical insertion loss of the optical interconnects were conducted by UCL and Xyratex. An ST connector packaged 850 nm VCSEL was connected to a standard 50/125 μm step-index MM fiber with N_Afiber of 0.22. The fiber core cross section and its NA were both smaller than the waveguide core cross section of 70 μm × 70 μm and the waveguide N_Awaveguide of 0.33, respectively. This reduced the fiber coupling loss during the butt coupling measurement. The fiber was 10 m long and was wound 20 times around a 38 mm diameter circular mandrel in order to fill the NA of the fiber and we confirmed through measurement that the NA of the fiber was fully filled with a large number of transverse modes (see Fig. 9). The fiber was then butt coupled to the waveguide launch facet.

The optical power at the launch facet of the fiber was chosen to be −1.48 ± 0.02 dBm. The launch fiber was mounted on a group of motorized translation stages with submicrometer step resolution in three axes, x, y, and z, to accurately align the fiber to the waveguide and to optimize coupling into the waveguide. A thin silicon PD with an 8 mm aperture was required to fit through the engagement aperture of the FirstLight test board and aligned to the output facet of the waveguide in order to capture the light received through the waveguide and measure the waveguide insertion loss. The detector was calibrated against the light condition in the dark room where the measurements were conducted. The loss measured for each waveguide included the coupling losses at the fiber–waveguide interface and waveguide–PD interface, absorption by the propagation medium, bend transition losses due to modal mismatch between waveguide segments of differing radii of curvature, and losses incurred at crossing junctions. Though the FirstLight board contained 12 waveguides in total, the longest three waveguides were excluded from experimental characterization due to damage during assembly. Insertion loss measurements were made on the remaining nine waveguides both with and without index matching fluid applied. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 9. The waveguides in the optical interconnect layout were designed to never exceed an insertion loss of 9.62 dB, the threshold required to achieve communication at a bit error rate (BER) of less than 10^-12.

Fig. 10 includes the comparison of the calculated optical losses without index matching fluid (red column) and the measured insertion losses of waveguides without index matching fluid applied (blue column) which are on average 2.36 dB higher than the calculated predictions. The insertion losses of waveguides, i.e., 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are in excess of the 9.62 dB error-free threshold. The higher insertion losses are partially due to the higher scattering losses at the waveguide end facets, which depend on the surface roughness of the end facet in question. The surface roughness in turn depends on how the end facets were cut and polished [30]. In this case, the waveguide end facets are located at the edges of the milled midboard optical engagement apertures. Though the end facet roughness of these waveguides could not be measured without damaging the OPCB, waveguides cut using similar milling techniques to those deployed on this board exhibit RMS surface roughness values ranging from 183 to 350 nm [30]. The gray columns in Fig. 10 represent the calculated insertion losses with index matching fluid, the values for which are 2.57 dB lower than the waveguide losses calculated without index matching fluid applied. The green columns in Fig. 10 represent the measured insertion losses with index matching fluid applied. The measured insertion losses of the nine waveguides were on average 2.93 dB lower than those measured without applying the index matching fluid (blue columns). This discrepancy is of the order of the 2.57 dB discrepancy shown in measured results in Table I. In both cases, the measured loss is higher than the calculated
loss with and without index matching fluid. This may be due to the fact that we ignored any mode mismatch loss occurring between different waveguide segments. The discrepancies in insertion loss shown in Fig. 10 (both calculated and measured) between waveguides with and without index matching fluid applied highlight the strong dependence of loss on end facet roughness. Index matching fluid, however, is not a practical means of reducing the roughness of waveguide end facets in applications involving repeatable connection to the waveguides as the fluid tends to dry out gradually and may accumulate dust, which in turn will cause the end facet scattering losses to increase in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, a more durable method using waveguide core polymer to smooth the end facets was invented and demonstrated to permanently reduce the end facet roughness. The deployment of this technique improved waveguide transmissivity by 0.49 dB on average compared to waveguides with index matching fluid applied [30].

III. PASSIVE ALIGNMENT AND ASSEMBLY METHOD

One crucial requirement for the commercial deployment of optical PCB technology is a low-cost technique for the high-yield assembly of optical interface components onto the optical layers. In order to enable high-volume assembly, it is preferable that such techniques be passive and repeatable. A proprietary fabrication technique and method of passively aligning and assembling parallel optical microlenses to embedded polymer waveguide arrays was successfully developed [24], [30], [31]. These form a critical part of the pluggable in-plane connection interface between arbitrary external optical devices, either passive or active, and a PCB embedded optical circuit.

A. Fabrication of Passive Alignment Features

The complete fabrication process for the passive alignment features on the optical layer is outlined in Fig. 11. The procedure involves the fabrication of passive mechanical registration features in the core layer during the same process step in which the waveguide cores themselves are patterned using the LDI technique, whereby a 372 nm CW GaN ultraviolet laser diode was moved across the uncured wet film core layer to selectively cure the salient core features. These features included the signal waveguides as well as additional “dummy” waveguides [see Fig. 8(b)], which are positioned on either side of the signal waveguides and as a result, their positional accuracy with respect to the signal waveguides is comparable to that of the signal waveguides to each other. A layer of upper cladding polymer was then spun-coat over the core features; however, instead of uniformly curing the upper cladding, it was selectively cured to ensure that the central signal waveguides were completely clad, while the mechanical registration waveguides were not. For this, a photolithographic mask was aligned over the optical substrate, the mask allowing all areas of the upper cladding to be cured except the mechanical registration waveguides. Thus, during the subsequent wet chemical development step, a clearance is created around the mechanical registration waveguides. In addition, the fabrication tolerances required to pattern the upper cladding for this purpose are far lower than those required to pattern the waveguides themselves. It is only important that the outer edges of the registration waveguides, which form the mechanical datum, be mechanically exposed. Preferably, the upper cladding should partially cover the registration waveguides in order to provide structural reinforcement and reduce the risk of the registration waveguides delaminating under the strain. However, this is not strictly necessary and as shown in Fig. 12, the registration waveguides in the FirstLight OPCB were left completely uncovered without any adverse effects. This technique can be implemented using most waveguide fabrication processes. The positional tolerance of the mechanical registration features with respect to
Fig. 11. Fabrication process for the passive alignment features on the optical layer.

Fig. 12. Upper cladding opening showing waveguides for signal transmission as well as connector alignment features (dummy waveguides).

Fig. 13. Mechanical lens assembly jig designed to align the lens array into the custom receptacle. (a) Open position. (b) Engaged position.

B. Passive Assembly Procedure

A lensed connector receptacle was designed and developed by Xyratex and Samtec Inc., which comprised a custom moulded receptacle and commercial Omron geometric convex microlens array. The custom receptacle included compliant structures to allow it to mechanically engage with the registration waveguides on the board and a recess to accommodate a standard high performance “mechanical transfer” connector (MT) compliant lens array. The MT compliant interface on the lens array included two 0.7 mm pin slots and 12 microlenses arranged between the slots on a 250 µm pitch between lenses. In order to ensure that the lens array was accurately aligned within the receptacle, the receptacle also included two MT compliant pin slots, the dimensions of which matched those in the lens array. The lens array was fastened to the receptacle with a UV curable low shrinkage optical adhesive, Dymax OP-21.

Fig. 13 shows a lens assembly mechanical jig designed to align the lens array into the custom receptacle and hold it tightly in place during the UV curing process. While the lens assembly jig is in the open position [see Fig. 13(a)], the lens array is mounted onto compliant pins in the jig and the receptacle is mounted into a compliant recess. When the jig is closed [see Fig. 13(b)], the lens array is pressed into the lens receptacle and held under a strong spring tension. A UV source was subsequently applied to cure the adhesive between the lens and receptacle. The lens receptacle included recesses to contain and channel the adhesive away from sensitive areas such as the MT pin holes and the microlenses, while maximizing contact between those areas of the lens plate and receptacle which are neither in the signal path nor in the mechanical registration path. It was decided to fasten the lensed receptacle to the optical PCB using a UV curable optical adhesive. As alignment of the receptacle to the waveguides is critical, it was important that the receptacle lay flat on the smooth exposed lower cladding and that none of the adhesive seeped underneath it.

Fig. 14 shows a mechanical receptacle assembly jig designed to hold the passively aligned lensed receptacle tightly in position onto the optical PCB while the adhesive is applied as fillet bonds around the edges of the receptacle and subsequently cured. As with the lens assembly jig described previously, the receptacle assembly jig contained recesses to hold the passively aligned lensed receptacle in place over the waveguides under strong spring tension. The shape of the receptacle assembly jig was customized to be snap-fit into the connector aperture on the board.

Once the lensed or “secondary” receptacle is assembled onto the OPCB, a larger primary receptacle is aligned accurately to the secondary receptacle by means of alignment stubs protruding from the secondary receptacle and subsequently bolted over the optical engagement aperture. Fig. 15(a) shows an optical engagement aperture with just a secondary receptacle assembled and one with both a secondary and primary receptacle
Fig. 14. Receptacle assembly jig required to register lensed receptacle with waveguide alignment features and hold it in place during adhesive curing process.

Fig. 15. (a) Assembly of primary receptacle and secondary receptacle in optical engagement slots, (b) Pluggable optical connector prior to engagement with OPCB. Parallel MT compliant optical interface is visible as connector starts to engage with connector receptacle.

assembled. The purpose of the primary receptacle is to provide coarse mechanical alignment of the OPCB connector during the mating process, while the secondary receptacle provides the precise optical alignment of the connector interface with the waveguide interface. Fig. 15(b) shows an OPCB connector plug during the mating process about to engage with the primary connector receptacle mounted on the opposite side of the board.

IV. PLUGGABLE ACTIVE ELECTRO-OPTICAL MIDPLANE CONNECTOR

A. Optical Midplane Board Connection

As the midplane and its peripherals are connected in a mutually orthogonal way, Xyratex developed an in-plane pluggable connector technology and connection scheme [33] whereby the optical interfaces of optical transceiver modules housed on the mating edge of the peripheral cards can be butt-coupled to optical channels embedded on the midplane. This builds on the connection methodology demonstrated in our previous research initiatives [34] in which the optical axis of the peripheral transceiver module is collinear with the OPCB embedded optical channels, thus, eliminating the need for right-angled mirrors and minimizing the number of boundaries incurring optical loss. Xyratex developed a prototype active pluggable connector to allow optical connection between the peripheral line cards and the optical layer embedded in the midplane. The connector comprised a parallel optical transceiver, connector housing, and a pluggable engagement mechanism.

B. Parallel Optical Transceiver

Xyratex developed a quad parallel optical transceiver circuit to accommodate the proprietary connection technique. Fig. 16 provides an annotated view of the quad transceiver circuit mounted on a partially flexible and rigid substrate. The transceiver circuit comprised three sections: a base section [see Fig. 16(e)], a flexible bridge section [see Fig. 16(d)], and a moveable optical platform [see Fig. 16(c)]. The circuit was constructed on a flexible laminate substrate, which was reinforced with rigid FR4 layers in the base section and optical platform leaving the intermediary bridge section flexible. The base section allowed for the electrical connection of the transceiver to the peripheral line card by means of a high-speed electronic array connector provided by Samtec capable of supporting data rates up to 11 Gb/s.

A microcontroller [see Fig. 16(f)] provided a two-wire control interface through which various parameters of the transceiver could be externally controlled or monitored including laser bias and modulation currents, receiver squelch, signal detect, and IC temperature read back. The design allowed for multiple transceivers to operate as slave devices on a single two-wire communications bus.

The moveable optical platform contained a quad VCSEL array [see Fig. 16(i)], a VCSEL driver array [see Fig. 16(k)], a PIN photodiode array [see Fig. 16(j)] and a quad transimpedance amplifier/limiting amplifier (TIA/LA) [see Fig. 16(l)]. The uncooled VCSELs emitted at a nominal wavelength of 850 nm with a full beam divergence of 24° giving rise to an NA of 0.21, which is 78% of the NA of the midplane waveguides. The PIN photodiodes were responsive to the same wavelength and had a circular receive aperture of 70 μm diameter, which was chosen to be large to maximize misalignment tolerances and to reduce modal or speckle noise. The PIN photodiodes had a nominal responsivity of 0.62 A/W and a bandwidth of 7.8 GHz. Zarlink provided the quad VCSEL arrays, VCSEL driver arrays, TIA arrays, and PIN photodiode arrays. Two MT pins were assembled into the optical interface platform. The VCSEL and photodiode arrays were attached to a lead frame, which included two MT compliant guide slots. These were used to guide the lead frame over the pins and thus, accurately align the VCSEL and photodiode arrays to the protruding MT pins. An MT compliant 12 lens microlens array [see Fig. 16(h)] with two MT guide holes was aligned along the MT pins protruding from the optical platform, over
the active emitting and receiving apertures of the VCSEL and photodiode arrays and attached to the lead frame with UV curable adhesive. The VCSEL and photodiode arrays were spaced apart on the lead frame such that the VCSEL emitting apertures were aligned to the four microlenses on the left-hand side and the photodiode receiving apertures were aligned to the four microlenses on the right-hand side (as seen from above), with the central four lenses remained unused. Thus, eight channels (four transmit and four receive) are sustained on this single row MT form factor. In future, it would be easy to incorporate higher channel numbers into the same form factor such as 12 (single row), 24 (double row), or 48 (quad row) channel arrays.

Each of the eight channels was capable of sustaining a data rate of 10.3125 Gb/s giving rise to an aggregate bandwidth of 82.5 Gb/s. The optical connection interface comprised a collimating 1 x 12 microlens array and a pair of mechanical registration pins, designed to be compliant with MT style parallel optical interfaces. This allowed for standalone testing of both the transceiver and the midplane waveguides with an MT terminated fiber-optic patch-cord. The flexible bridge section allowed the optical platform to “float” relative to the peripheral device, thus, ensuring that when coupled to the midplane, the optical connection remained relatively impervious to transient movements and vibrations in the system. In order to maximize the mechanical flexibility of the flexible bridge, slots were cut in the substrate between the high-speed differential pairs [see Fig. 16(d)]. It also has the benefit of reducing the electromagnetic crosstalk between the tracks. The circuit was mounted into a metallic connector housing [see Fig. 18(b)], which engage with slots in the connector housing to support the connection process described later. The transceiver also included a ramped plug [see Fig. 16(a)] on the front of the optical platform, which engages with the primary receptacle in the midplane in the first part of the connection process.

C. Dual Lens Coupling Solution

As misalignment tolerance is important to minimize the connection cost, UCL recommended that an expanded beam connector design be used. The microlens array attached to the transceiver formed one half of a dual lens arrangement, and the second microlens array was part of the secondary receptacle, assembled over the waveguide interface on the midplane (see Fig. 17). When coupled, the transceiver lens array in combination with the midplane lens array served to image the VCSEL output into the launch facet of the waveguide and the waveguide output into the photodiode aperture.

Simulations were carried out by Omron using Zemax ray tracing software to select the optimum configuration of coupled microlenses required to image the output of the transceiver VCSEL onto the launch facet of the waveguide and the output of the waveguide onto the receiving aperture of the photodiode. It
was determined that the best way to achieve this with minimum
insertion loss was to deploy a microlens array P1L12A-F1 over
the transceiver interface and a microlens array P1L12A-C1 over
the waveguide interface as shown in Fig. 17. A total insertion
loss of 0.72 dB was calculated over the dual lens interface be-
tween the VCSEL and waveguide, while a total insertion
loss of 1.11 dB was calculated between the waveguide and the
photodiode.

The free space distance between the VCSELS, photodiodes,
waveguides, and their respective lens arrays was chosen to en-
sure that, at the point of interface between the two lenses, the
optical beam was expanded to a width many times that of the
source width, whether the source was the VCSEL or the wave-
guide. An expanded beam width of 105 μm was predicted at the
optical mating interface between the VCSEL and waveguide,
while a 195 μm beam width was predicted at the optical mating
interface between the waveguide and the photodiode. One cru-
cial benefit of this arrangement was to make the connector far
less susceptible to contamination as any stray contaminants that
settle on the lens interface would block a smaller proportion of
the expanded beam than they would a beam of similar size to
the sources.

D. Pluggable Connector Mechanism

As shown in Fig. 18, the transceiver circuit [see Fig. 18(a)]
was assembled into a connector housing [see Fig. 18(b)] of size
89.5 mm × 34 mm × 12 mm, wherein the two lateral guiding
pins, which form part of the transceiver optical platform, were
slotted into compliant grooves in the housing [see Fig. 18(c)].
This enabled the controlled movement of the optical platform
relative to the housing as required during the two-stage plugg-
gable connection process, which is described as follows: as
the peripheral line card is first inserted into the midplane,
the ramped plug at the front end of the transceiver is funneled
into the larger primary midplane receptacle and the transceiver lens
array moved into position under the midplane lens array housed
in the secondary receptacle [see Fig. 19(a)].

As the connector is then pushed further into the larger mid-
plane receptacle, the lateral guiding pins on the optical platform
are guided along the grooves in the connector housing, which
are angled such as to move the transceiver lens array toward the
midplane lens array. The MT pins on the optical platform then
engage with the MT compliant slots in the secondary receptacle
aligning both lens arrays to each other with a high degree of
precision [see Fig. 19(b)]. When the peripheral line card is ex-
tracted, the connection process is reversed.

V. ELECTRO-OPTICAL MIDPLANE DEMONSTRATION PLATFORM

To evaluate the viability of these technologies, Xyratex
constructed a demonstration platform, which comprised a
10 U (445 mm) high Compact PCI chassis with a single board
computer, an electro-optical midplane, and four peripheral test
cards, each housing a pluggable optical connector.

A. Peripheral Test Boards

The peripheral test cards (see Fig. 20) were designed to relay
external 10.3125 Gb/s 10 GbE LAN test data to each other opti-
cally across the midplane through the pluggable connectors.
Each test card included a reconfigurable crosspoint switch to
map test data from four commercial 10 Gigabit Small Form
Factor Pluggable (XFP) ports on the front edge to the transceiver
housed in the connector on the peripheral test card (back) edge.
The switch also supported multicasting, whereby test data on
any of its inputs could be copied to multiple outputs. This way,
one external test stream could be mapped to all four VCSEL
transmitters in the connector simultaneously allowing it be char-
acterized while fully stressed. A field-programmable gate array
was present on the board to allow user communication with the
XFPs, crosspoint switch, and FirstLight transceiver. A PCI
bridge chip allowed a user communications interface to be es-
blished between the single board computer and all the line
cards via the electrical Compact PCI bus and connectors on the
electro-optical midplane.

A GUI was developed to run on the operating system on the
single board computer and provide selective user access to each
peripheral line card connected to the midplane. The GUI al-
lowed the user to configure the XFP and crosspoint switch pa-
rameters on each line card, in addition to giving full control over
the parallel optical transceiver parameters.

B. High-Speed Data Transmission Across Demonstration
Platform

Fig. 21(a) shows the fully assembled demonstration platform.
An external Xyratex proprietary 10 Gb Ethernet LAN traffic
source was arranged to convey a 10.3125 Gb/s test data stream
along a fiber-optic cable to one of the commercial XFP devices
on the front edge of a peripheral test card in the demonstration platform. The XFP device converted the input optical data stream to a serial electronic data stream on the test card, which was then mapped by the crosspoint switch to one of the VCSEL transmitters in the connector attached to that card and reconverted into an optical data stream. As the connector was optically engaged to the midplane, the optical data stream was launched into a waveguide and conveyed to the receive element of another connector on a different test card in the chassis. The data were then converted to a serial electronic data stream, mapped to an XFP port on that test card and reconverted to an optical data stream on the output of the XFP device. Finally, a fiber-optic cable was connected between the XFP output port and a Tektronix CSA8000B communication signal analyzer where the test data were characterized.

In total, nine waveguides were tested as described and 10.3125 Gb/s test data were successfully conveyed between all test cards and their prototype connectors with an acceptable level of signal recovery. Fig. 21(b) shows the eye diagrams corresponding to the nine waveguides under test. The average total peak-to-peak jitter on the nine links including front end clock and data recovery through the exit XFP was measured to be 28.217 ps or 0.29 unit interval (UI), which is within the jitter thresholds for both transmitter input (0.61 UI) and receiver output (0.363 UI) as specified by the XFP MSA [35]. In addition, we carried out BER tests on the nine waveguides directly using an Anritsu signal analyzer MT1810 and an SFP+ driver and receiver unit and applied index matching fluid at both the launch and exit facets of the waveguides. The SFP+ unit [36] had the same sensitivity as the XFP model employed in the system, but excluded the clock recovery unit, so that the quality of the raw signal could be measured. A pseudorandom binary sequence 212 – 1 pattern length Ethernet LAN traffic 10.3125 Gb/s bit rate was generated by the MT1810 and was used to test individual channels with this arrangement. An error rate of less than 10–12 was achieved through each of the nine waveguides under test.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The FirstLight connector is the first active pluggable connector demonstrated to establish a midboard optical connection to MM waveguides in an OPCB. Though the form factor of the connector prototype developed is large, consuming an impractical amount of space on both the edge of the plugging line card and on the midplane, this prototype could be used to satisfy the interconnect requirements of a basic 24 drive storage array system [see Fig. 1(a)] in the following way. Due to the use of an MT compliant interface, 12 singlex channels and their drive electronics could be substituted for the four duplex channels deployed in the FirstLight prototype without changing the size of the optical interface. A maximum of four connectors (two singlex transmitter connectors and two singlex receiver modules) could fit on the edge of a standard data storage controller module in addition to the standard connectors required for power and low speed signals, allowing 48 duplex channels to be supported per controller and thus, 96 duplex channels on the midplane. This in turn would be sufficient to provide full interconnection to 24 drives in an enclosure. In its current form, however, such a form factor would be too large to lend itself to the scalability required in modern data storage systems. Therefore, research and development efforts into active and passive pluggable connector schemes are currently underway to significantly increase the density of optical links in new edge and midboard OPCB connectors. A data rate of 10.3125 Gb/s was demonstrated prior to the availability of 12 Gb/s SAS compliant components. The photonic subcomponents assembled in the FirstLight connector were operational up to 11.6 Gb/s and, therefore, the connector could be deployed into data storage systems to carry SAS 2 data operating at 6 Gb/s. Furthermore, subcomponents are now available matching the same form factor and power dissipation as those deployed in the FirstLight connector, which can accommodate serial data rates of over 12 Gb/s; therefore, the connector can be easily upgraded to accommodate SAS 3 data operating at 12 Gb/s. By the end of 2012, compliant photonic subcomponents able to convey data rates over 25 Gb/s are expected to be commercially available.

In-plane bends are an inextricable requirement in complex waveguide layouts on OPCBs; however, bend radii as large as the minimum bend radius of 17 mm deployed on the FirstLight midplane would be difficult to accommodate within a high density PCB layout, especially where high numbers of optical waveguides are involved. Research into novel waveguide structures allowing a reduction in bend loss and corresponding reduction in minimum bend radius is currently underway to address this issue [29].

The timescale of commercial deployment of OPCB technologies will be gated by the comparative cost of either implementing high-speed interconnects electronically or optically. In particular, the commoditization and associated cost reduction of optical transceiver subassembly technology will play a key role in determining whether a cost transition point can be reached during the lifetime of, for instance, the 12 Gb/s SAS protocol, which is currently being introduced or whether it will have to wait for the transition to 24 Gb/s SAS in 2016.
VII. CONCLUSION

The burgeoning demand for faster and more compact data storage systems is fuelling the need for embedded optical interconnect solutions. To address this, we have developed and successfully demonstrated an active pluggable optical PCB connector solution, which will allow peripheral devices to plug into and unplug from an electro-optical midplane with embedded MM polymer waveguides. We have developed and successfully implemented a technique to passively align optical devices to such waveguides with high precision. Our results have shown that a complex optical interconnect pattern of polymer waveguides can be deployed across a densely populated 6U board with error-free transmission.
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